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This paper presents a new Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) management concept that is integrated into a scalable distributed virtual memory management
technique and circumvents false sharing while still preserving simplicity to the application level. Objects dened as usual by variables in the declaration part of functions are made sharable among threads executing in the distributed environment.
These objects of varying granularity and with dierent consistency requirements
are managed separately to avoid false sharing. Consistency is enforced at runtime
by a distributed manager-agent architecture, that supports automatic and dynamic
selection of an adequate coherence protocol per object. To provide eciency, the
implementation of the Shadow Stacks concept is based on the exploitation of the
page fault mechanism provided by of the shelf hardware.

1 Introduction
The relevancy of distributed computing in practice is still far behind the potentialities of nowadays available distributed computing power, provided by
powerful workstations and high-speed interconnection networks. Obviously,
the reason is tremendous complexity. Distributed computing either burdens
the programmer with additional concepts and their eects or it demands tasks
from the resource management system that a hard to fulll. We state, that
the distributed nature of the underlying hardware conguration has to be hidden as far as possible instead of aggravating distributed programming, which
is obstructive for making distributed computing attractive beyond the scope
of academic or research interest. In addition to the requirement of simplicity,
distributed performance has to be convincing. Execution speed has to be reasonable compared to sequential and centralized software solutions, as well as
it should provide speed-ups if additional computing resources are available.
Peak performance on distributed hardware platforms can be reached by
using explicit message passing1 2. We argue, that writing parallel or even distributed programs with explicit message passing is a cumbersome and dicult
task, contradicting the desired simplicity. The shared memory paradigm obviously provides an easier to use abstraction, since it moves the task of communication from the application-level to the system-level. The idea of a resource
management system, that enforces the abstraction of a shared memory in a dis1

tributed environment (Distributed Shared Memory) is not very new, but since
the rst DSM implementation by Li3 in 1986, the performance of most DSM
systems is still unsatisfactory4. Performance problems of DSM implementations mainly arise from false sharing in page-based systems, missing hardware
support to detect access violations on a ne-grained basis and communication
overheads originating in inadequate coherence protocols.
False sharing can be prevented by reducing the size of DSM management
units down to single application-level objects, such as simple integer variables.
Communication costs can be reduced in several ways. Objects have to be
grouped dynamically into larger units of transportation 5 and multiple coherence protocols have to be provided by the DSM to meet diverging consistency
requirements. Furtheron, an implementation of a DSM concept has to consider mechanisms provided by the hardware. The common existing page-fault
mechanism should be exploited to detect accesses to locally unavailable objects
eciently.
In this paper we present the concept and implementation of a decentralized distributed virtual memory management that provides simplicity as well
as eciency. The integrated DSM facility takes advantage of hardware properties to identify accesses to locally unmapped objects while still being able to
manage objects of any size separately.
In the next section the underlying programming and resource management
model will be presented. Section 3 presents our decentralized and scalable virtual address space (VA) management, that is based on a manager-agent architecture. In Section 4 we will elaborate on the concept and the implementation
of Shadow Stacks in detail, before we compare it with other DSM systems in
5 and conclude with information on the state of the project in section 6.

2 System Model

The idea of Shadow Stacks is based on a new distributed system architecture6,
comprising language concepts and a scalable and adaptive resource management architecture. This section gives a brief overview about the main concepts
as far as they are relevant for the subsequent sections.
2.1 Programming Model
Shadow Stacks are based on two major programming concepts. First is multithreading enhanced with a termination dependency, determining that no thread
is deleted as long as child threads exist. Second is nesting of functions. Nesting together with termination dependent threads induces a hierarchy on the
threads executing in the system. In addition to its own local data, a thread
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may also access non-local data, belonging to the stack frame of one of its
static predecessors. It is important to notice, that there is no "global data".
Objects declared in the main function executed by the rst thread started,
are not placed in a special global data section, but on the stack of the main
thread just like other volatile objects. Therefore, globally visible objects do
not require any special treatment. Accesses to non-local data are implemented
using common techniques such as displays7 or a static chain of frame pointers.
Hence, sharing of data in the distributed system is expressable in a natural
and simple way. Instead of employing sharable segments, a thread t allocates
local objects o on its stack frame and may create further threads t executing
nested functions. All objects o are accessible from t since they are visible
from within the nested functions. Therefore, all objects on a thread stack are
sharable among a family of child threads. Synchronization has to be done
using common primitives, such as semaphores.
i

j

i

j

void main(void) {
int a3]100]
/* a sharable object local to main
void example(int space) {
/* nested initializes part of the array
int counter
/* object local to example
for(counter = 0 counter < 100 counter ++)
aspace]counter] = space /* access to shared non-local object "a"
}
dist_thr_create(example, 0)
/* creation of child thread 1 */
dist_thr_create(example, 1)
/* creation of child thread 2 */
dist_thr_create(example, 2)
/* creation of child thread 3 */
}

*/
*/
*/
*/

Figure 1: Sample Program

The Shadow Stacks management environment has to fulll two tasks.
First, a mean to create termination dependent threads in the distributed environment has to be provided and second, accesses to non-local objects has to be
enabled. Distribution is completely hidden to the programmer. He is provided
with a virtual parallel shared memory machine.
With the extension of nesting as available in GNU-C8 and additional libraries for distributed multi-threading, the programming language C meets
the requirements of this programming model. In the example given in gure 1,
a two-dimensional array is initialized with the number of the column. Each
column is initialized in parallel by a separate thread. The dist_thr_create
call starts a thread on a workstation selected by the load management system.
The key features illustrated are the simple declaration of the sharable array
and the nesting of the child thread function.
3

2.2 Manager Agent Concept
To enforce transparent, scalable and adaptable distributed resource management, we developed a multi-agent management architecture. To each thread,
exactly one abstract manager is associated, responsible for performing threadspecic resource management, that is to fulll all requirements arising from the
computation of the thread. Besides fundamental tasks such as allocating memory for local objects, the abstract manager also has to maintain consistency
of replicated objects, enforce access restrictions or perform load balancing.
Conicts such as stack overows arising from dierent managers performing
their tasks in parallel are solved by communication and cooperation between
managers according to application-level structural dependencies between the
threads, like for example the ancestor relationship between threads and child
threads. In addition to cooperation, these abstract managers act autonomously
as far as possible and may migrate at runtime. Autonomous acting, cooperation and mobility characterizes them as manager agents (m-agents). This
management scheme is scalable, does not have a potential central bottleneck
and is adaptable, since resource management is based on the requirements of
application-level objects.
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Figure 2: Manager Agents

The key design issue for the ecient implementation of this multi m-agent
concept is to consider and integrate all levels of resource management. At rst,
management decisions are made by the compiler and must therefore be considered as m-agent functionality. After compilation, run-time management has
to be performed. Run-time functionality of our m-agents is implemented in a
non-uniform way, dependent on decisions made by the compile-time m-agent
portion. To reduce management overhead, the run-time portion of a basic
m-agent might solely consist of code generated by the compiler and might
4

be as simple as only providing stack handling. More complex management
capabilities as required for example by the Shadow Stacks concept is implemented by complex management objects, that might be executed by additional
threads. Besides compile-time and run-time support, functionality provided by
the micro-kernel is also tightly integrated as being a part of m-agents.

3 Distributed Virtual Address Space Management

An important issue in distributed computing is the organization of the virtual
address space (VA). By providing a DSM the easy to use paradigm of a shared
or even single VA can be applied to distributed processing. Besides others, a
major problem arising from the single VA in a distributed environment is to
nd a scalable organization without a central bottleneck.
We propose a solution based on a combination of the programming model
and the m-agent concept introduced above. The hierarchy of termination dependent threads establishes a hierarchy of m-agents. This hierarchy is used to
split the task of VA management among the m-agents.
3.1 Requirements
In common operating systems, each application is provided with a separate
VA. However, in order to share memory objects and libraries they have to
be mapped into each address space, which produces additional management
overhead. By employing a single VA for all applications this problem is evaded.
Another advantage is the ability to identify each memory object by using its
unique address within the single address space instead of having to separately
generate unique object identiers for this purpose.
With a single VA for all applications the issue of how to enforce access
restrictions becomes important. Protection domains should be easy to handle
for programmers while being powerful enough to protect applications from
each other or even smaller units. Also the size of memory units that have to
be managed can dier. For example, not every thread needs the same amount
of stack space. To have the possibility to avoid wastage of memory due to x
sized management units, the VA management has to be able to exibly handle
memory regions of varying sizes. Additionally, the virtual address of a memory
object should be independent from its physical location in the system, i.e. no
information concerning the hardware used to hold the object (like e.g. the id
of the workstation) should be coded in the virtual address. This is necessary in
order to have the possibility to easily migrate objects from one node to another.
Finally, it is obvious, that the VA management in a distributed system has to
be decentralized. A single central organizing entity would be a bottleneck for
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the whole system, since every single memory request would have to be handled
by this central unit.
3.2 Realization with Manager Agents
The task of managing the VA is divided among all m-agents in the system.
Each m-agent is responsible for managing some regions of the VA and has
at the same time a complete view on the distributed VA. The views of the
m-agents on the VA dier in the classication of VA regions as one of four
kinds:
own thread All address regions marked own thread are allocated and used
by the m-agent itself or the associated thread.
free All address regions marked free are under control of the m-agent, but
not used yet. This means, the m-agent may use these regions for its
own purposes, for the needs of its thread or to transfer them to other
m-agents.
delegated Address regions marked with a m-agent id are delegated to another
m-agent. This means, the m-agent was originally responsible for these
regions, but currently a dierent m-agent has control over them. As soon
as one of these m-agent terminates, the region is changed from delegated
to free.
no control All address regions marked with no control are not under the
control of the m-agent.
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Figure 3: Distributed Virtual Address Space Management with M-Agents

Figure 3 is a brief example to explain the concept. M-agent m1 has two
child m-agents m2 and m3, that in turn have two child m-agents m4 and m5.
M-agent m1 is responsible for the whole address space. It has delegated the
6

management of the rst region (000 - 0A0) to the m-agent m3. The next
region (0A0 - 0B0) is free for use. Region 3 (0B0 - 0D0) is used for the the
data of the m-agent as well as for its corresponding thread. Region 4 (0D0 200) is delegated to m-agent m2 and the last region (200 - 220) is free. This
is the view of m-agent m1 on the system. M-agent m3 has a dierent view.
For m3 the whole address space is divided into two regions: one between 000
- 0A0 and the other between 0A0 - 220. The rst region is under its own
control. In this case it uses the whole region for its own needs. The second
region is not under its control. The same holds for m-agents m2, m4 and m5.
Each of these m-agents has its own view of the whole address space.
Each time a m-agent has to allocate additional memory and the size of
its regions labeled free is not large enough, it can either ask its father up the
hierarchy to delegate additional memory to it or its children to give back some
of the memory it delegated to them.
Obviously the presented concept complies with the requirements of a single
VA and a distributed management without bottlenecks. The need to eciently
store the dierent views of each m-agent and the possibility to allocate memory
regions of any size seem to contradict. However, both requirements can be
fullled by using a exible data structure, that is based on guarded page tables 9 .
The physical location of a memory object is not coded in its virtual address
its location is stored in the data region of the m-agent.
Note, that until now, the decentralized management scheme holds information about the allocation of virtual addresses but not about accessibility of
regions. The additional information is provided by further dividing no control
regions into access and no access regions. In analogy to delegated regions, the
id of the controlling m-agent is also stored for access regions. A programmer may dene access regions easily by employing the nesting facilities of the
programming model proposed.

4 Shadow Stacks
To provide DSM functionality for objects of any granularity while still being
able to exploit ecient hardware mechanisms, access to shared objects has to
be indirect. In general, indirection gives us the possibility to check accesses to
objects, which is essential to keep track of the location of the objects in the
distributed system. In the Shadow Stacks DSM, indirection is used to activate
the page fault mechanism of the hardware in case a referenced object is not
locally available.
Objects placed on heap are usually addressed via pointers providing the
required indirection in a natural way. In contrast to heap objects, for objects
7
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Figure 4: Virtual Address Space Organization

declared in the declaration part of functions (stack objects), indirection is not
automatically provided. Hence, providing DSM functionality for stack objects
is a non-trivial task. With the Shadow Stacks technique we introduce support
for sharing of objects placed on stack, that in turn circumvents the necessity to
employ expensive heap management techniques for sharable data. It therefore
provides better performance by exploiting simple and fast stack management
in a distributed environment.
4.1 Concept
The basic idea behind Shadow Stacks is realizing the required indirection
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by moving shared objects from their original stack to a dierent memory region,
called shadow region and providing a pointer on the stack for accesses to these
objects. The redistribution of objects among dierent memory regions delivers
the ability to exploit the page fault mechanism of the hardware. Thus, the
DSM management only has to handle accesses to objects not locally available.
In case of an object being present in local memory, no additional management
functionality is necessary apart from dereferencing the pointer to the object.
This mechanism avoids performance penalties as known from all in software
implementations.
For each thread, three dierent VA regions are managed by the DSM:
the thread-stack, a read-only shadow and a read/write shadow (see g. 4). An
additional range of virtual addresses, called faulting region is kept commonly
for all threads. The rst two regions are called Shadow Stacks, because they
are organized stack-alike to hold copies of the objects, that would normally be
found on the stack of the thread. All of these regions with the exception of
the faulting region are mapped and contain the data of the objects together
with additional management information, such as the size of the object and
the coherence protocol to use. Any object is logically associated to exactly one
of the four regions at a time, depending on several conditions:
If the object is only used by its own thread, it can be placed on the stack
of the thread to be accessible as usual without any indirection (e.g. the
objects o2 and o5 in g. 4). Otherwise a pointer variable is generated on
the stack, that holds the pointer referencing the shared object in one of
the other regions.
If the object is currently represented on a remote workstation, then the
object pointer on the stack points into the faulting region (e.g. the
objects o1 and o3 in g. 4). An access to this object triggers a page fault
that is handled according to the strategy dened for the object (e.g.
migration or replication).
If the object is locally available, it can either be handled without restriction, i.e. read and write accesses are allowed (e.g. the objects o4 and
o6 in g. 4), or accesses are restricted to read only (e.g. the object o7 in
g. 4). Such a restriction is useful for example in case of replicates.
A programmer using the Shadow Stacks DSM does not have to worry
about these details. If he uses a Shadow Stacks aware compiler, even the question whether an object is sharable, i.e. visible to more than one thread or not
can be predetermined by the compiler (see section 4.2). To the programmer,
a

a Depending

on the programming language used.
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variable handling is as easy as in sequential programming languages, which was
one of our design goals (see section 1). The required level of consistency, such
as strong, weak or sequential consistency10 is also dened by the programmer,
either explicitly by hints or directives to the compiler and the runtime system
or implicitly by the utilization of special language concepts if provided as e.g. in
INSEL11 . A coherence protocol { adequate to enforce the consistency requirement { is automatically and dynamically chosen by the resource management
system.
At a rst glance, it might seem as if this approach simply transfers the
problem of stack management into a heap management problem, but in fact
the Shadow Stacks grow and shrink according to their corresponding thread
stack. Notice, that no expensive heap management is needed, such as garbage
collection or free-list handling.
4.2 Implementation Details
In the subsequent sections we discuss substantial implementation issues of the
Shadow Stacks concept. The hardware conguration chosen currently consists
of 14 SUN UltraSparc 1 workstations, interconnected with a 100MBit/s Fast
Ethernet and running SUN Solaris 2.5.1.

Task of the Compiler One of the design goals was to make programming
as easy as possible. Therefore the indirection needed for Shadow Stacks is not
provided by the programmer, but automatically generated by a modied version of the GNU compiler gcc. The compiler analyzes potential accessibilities
for each object. All objects, accessible by only one thread are stored on the
(original) stack of the thread or in registers as usual. In all other cases the
object is placed on one of the Shadow Stacks and a pointer refering to the
object is placed on the thread stack. The selection between the read-write
or read-only Shadow Stack depends on the accessibility of the object and the
initial coherence protocol to use as decided by the compiler. Depending on
potential access patterns - as far as they can be predicted - the object might
be subdivided into smaller management units.
In addition to analyzes and generation of indirections, the compiler also inlines
code that increments and decrements the stack pointers of the Shadow Stacks.

Reducing Memory Consumption Due to the three stacks and the fault-

ing region, a straight-forward implementation of the Shadow Stacks concept
would lead to a four time higher memory consumption as usual. This overhead
is reduced by several sanctions.
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No physical memory is ever allocated for the faulting region. Solely a range of
virtual addresses is reserved as faulting region for all threads in common. The
id of the thread that caused the page-fault by accessing the faulting region is
retrieved as explained below. Furtheron, for each sharable object only a reference to the current location in one of the Shadow Regions has to remain on
the original thread stack. This reduces the memory consumption for sharable
objects on the thread stack to the size of a pointer. Additionally, sharable
objects are always placed on at-most one Shadow Stack, either read-only or
read-write. The corresponding empty slot on the other Shadow Stack is used to
store further management information, such as the location of replicates. This
information would otherwise have to be kept separately consuming additional
memory.

Identifying the Requested Object After a Page-Fault Memory faults

are only detectable per memory page by the hardware. This normally prevents
ecient handling of objects smaller than the page size. The identication
of sharable objects via indirections allows individual handling of objects of
any size. If a sharable object is locally mapped it can be accessed without
any additional checks by dereferencing the pointer, pointing into one of the
Shadow Stacks. If the object is not mapped in local memory, the value of
the pointer is modied to point into the unmapped logical faulting region.
Hence, dereferencing the pointer leads to a hardware page-fault. The pagefault handler of Solaris delivers information that allows to compute the address
of the object that was to be accessed by extracting the load or store operation,
that triggered the page-fault and the number of the register holding the address
of the memory cell to dereference. The content of this register together with
the value of an oset register, that is as well extracted from the operation
delivers the identier of the thread causing the fault as well as the unique
stack address of the object to access.

Retrieving an Unmapped Object Based on the unique stack address of

the object, the home thread, that is the thread, that created the object, can
easily be located by the m-agent. According to the coherence protocol determined for the object and the properties of the request (e.g. read or write), the
m-agent of the home thread decides about the actions to take. Information
needed for this decisions such as the current owner and the state of the object
is stored in the Shadow Regions as extensions to the object data. As a consequence, the current owner of the object is notied to deliver the object to the
requesting thread. After receiving the object, its data is placed in one of the
Shadow Stacks and the indirection pointer is changed to this location. Finally,
11

the content of the reference register is modied to point to the correct address
and the faulting thread is reactivated.

Protocol Identiers For each shadowed object, a protocol identier (p-id)

and the size of the object are hold as additional management information.
The p-id indicates the consistency requirement and the coherence protocol
to use for the object. With the p-id the coherence protocol can be changed
dynamically, if runtime monitoring indicates the necessity due to for example a
high ratio of invalidations. Obviously, a state allowing the switch to a dierent
coherence protocol is the prerequisite condition to dynamically change the
p-id. Such a situation can be forced by invalidating all replicates.

Network Trac As a consequence of eliminating false sharing, the Shadow
Stack concept delivers small units that have to be transported over the network.
Hence, an ecient implementation has to reduce communication overhead due
to a large number of small messages12. A straight forward implementation
would cause at least two messages being sent for each access to a locally unmapped object, regardless of its size. This problem is solved with a piggypacking strategy. Small objects and protocol messages, such as invalidations
or request messages are collected and sent in joint.

5 Related Work
Most software realizations of DSM are using conventional virtual memory management hardware and local area networks. Li's Ivy system3 was the rst implementation of a page-based DSM. Modern implementations are Mirage+13,
TreadMarks14 or Odin15 . All of these implementations have two things in
common: the size of management blocks of the DSM are equal to hardware
page sizes and one unique coherence protocol is used for all blocks. The consequences are false sharing and inecient protocols for a large number of objects.
The implementation of Shadow Stack omits false sharing by replacing the concept of management blocks of a xed size with handling of objects of any
granularity and supporting individual coherence protocols for each object.
Other implementations also try to avoid these problems. COMMOS16 supports exible coherence protocols but its block size is still a hardware page.
The basic idea behind COMMOS is to create a separate coherence server for
each supported protocol. An invalid access to a page results in a page fault,
which is handled by the associated coherence server. The Shadow Stack implementation also supports dierent coherence protocols, but is not bound to
hardware pages.
12

The implementation of Midway17 is an example for a DSM that is not
bound to hardware pages. All store operations are done by the Midway library.
The coherence protocol runs without triggering a hardware page-fault. The
coherence protocol is chooseable by the programmer, but is common to all
objects of the application. In contrast to this, Shadow Stack uses the pagefault mechanism to improve performance. In Midway the library has to be
entered each time a write operation is necessary, in Shadow Stack writes can
be done without additional management, if the object is locally mapped.
The implementation of Munin18 tries to solve both problems. The block
size depends on the size of the objects and for each object a dierent coherence
protocol can be chosen. In contrast to Shadow Stack, the objects are clustered
on hardware pages and the management block are multiples of hardware pages.
Therefore false-sharing is not prevented. In Munin each shared object has to
be explicitly marked sharable by the programmer, in Shadow Stack this is
unnecessary.

6 Conclusion

The desired simplicity of programming distributed applications concerning
memory management is attained with Shadow Stacks by omitting the introduction of additional concepts to the application level. Although objects of
any size are individually managed by the DSM, eciency is reached by exploiting the page-based faulting mechanism provided by the hardware instead
of choosing an all in software implementation.
Implementation of Shadow Stacks on the SUN UltraSparc Architecture is
not yet nished. Most of all, the integration of multiple stack management into
the compiler has to be done. Our rst prototype supports sequential as well as
weak consistency for individual memory objects and will be able to dynamically switch between read-only, migratory, invalidation and update replication
protocol. After extensive performance testing, our next step will be to integrate Shadow Stacks functionality for objects placed on heap. Furthermore,
we are going to integrate several more consistency and coherence protocols.
In a second project we are investigating distributed load balancing techniques.
The impacts of load management on memory management and vice versa will
inuence further development of the Shadow Stack.
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